The notion of topological shape, first introduced by K. Borsuk ([1] , [2] ) for compact metric spaces, has been extended to larger classes of spaces in a number of ways ([3] , [4] , [10] , [6] , [8] , [11] ). Not all of these extensions agree, but all retain the property of the original formulation that any two spaces of the same homotopy type have the same shape. Any extension to noncompact spaces which retains this property, however, must necessarily sacrifice much of the geometric flavor of the original definition, since homotopy type is notoriously ungeometric in the noncompact case. For noncompact spaces which are locally nice (e.g., locally compact ANR's), proper homotopy type gives a much more geometric classification. Since the proper homotopy type of a compactum (in the class of compacta) is the same as its homotopy type, Borsuk's original concept of shape could, perhaps, more appropriately be considered a generalization of proper homotopy type than of homotopy type, and extended to noncompact spaces so as to retain this property.
Of several natural extensions which apply to classes of spaces including noncompact ones and which generalize proper homotopy type, we have chosen to present one which, although limited to locally compact metrizable spaces, seems to emphasize geometric properties to a greater extent than do some alternatives which apply to larger classes of spaces. Moreover, this particular treatment very closely parallels Borsuk's original development, and in many instances virtually the same proofs apply. A detailed version, along with proofs of the results claimed here, will be published at a later date.
In order to avoid difficulties arising from the fact that closed sets in noncompact spaces may not have countable neighborhood bases, we substitute "fundamental nets" {f x \ X e A}, A a directed set, for the fundamental sequences {f k \ k = 1, 2, . . .} of Borsuk. And in order that our extension should generalize proper homotopy type rather than homotopy type, we require that all homotopies involved in the definitions should be proper (on closed neighborhoods). Since every separable, locally compact, metrizable space can be embedded as a closed subset of the Hubert cube minus a point, it turns out that we need consider, for the separable case, only the closed subsets of this particular space. It can be shown that the proper fundamental equivalence of two closed subsets of K is independent of their embeddings as closed subsets of K; thus we may define the statement "X and Y have the same proper shape" (which will be denoted by Sh p X = Sh p Y) for locally compact, separable, metrizable spaces X and Y to mean that there exist closed subsets X' and Y' of K homeomorphic to X and Y, respectively, such that X' and Y' are properly fundamentally equivalent in K. This induces an equivalence relation on the class of locally compact, separable, metrizable spaces, and, for such spaces, Y are separable, locally compact, metrizable spaces and I* = Iu}oo} and 7* = 7u{oo} are the one-point compactifications of X and Y, respectively, then the pointed spaces (X*, oo) and (7*, oo) have the same pointed shape in the sense of Borsuk [1] ; a stronger result holds, in fact, in that the point oo can be kept fixed at all stages of the homotopies involved. A similar result holds for the (Freudenthal [7] ) endpoint compactifications FX and FY of X and Y in case these are metrizable; here we have the result that if Sh p Z = Sh p Y 9 then {FX, EX) and (FY, EY) have the same shape as pairs in the sense of [1] , and therefore [9] in the sense of [10] , where EX and EY denote the endpoint sets FX -X and FY -Y, respectively. Again, a stronger result is available, in that EX and EY can be kept pointwise fixed throughout all the homotopies involved. In particular, it follows that the number of ends (indeed, the homeomorphism class of the set of endpoints) of a connected manifold or other appropriate space is a proper shape invariant.
Another corollary, similar to a well-known result of Chapman [5] , is that if X and Y are closed Z-sets in K and Sh p Z = Sh p Y, then K -X « K -Y. The converse is, of course, false.
For nonseparable spaces, we use the fact that every locally compact metrizable space may be partitioned into (disjoint, open and closed) separable subspaces, and say that two locally compact metrizable spaces X and Y have the same proper shape if there exist partitions X = (J eA X a and Y = {J açA Y a of X and Y into separable subspaces such that Sh p X a = Sh p Y a , in the sense previously defined, for each a e A. It can be shown that this establishes an equivalence relation on the class of all locally compact metrizable spaces (transitivity requires some argument), and we have the result that two locally compact metrizable spaces which are of the same proper homotopy type have the same proper shape, and conversely for locally compact ANR's.
